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ABSTRACT A polydimethylsiloxane two-layer scaffold platform was designed to provide a three-dimensional biomimetic microsystem that allows the detection of epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition without the use of specific biomarkers. As a proof of concept, a novel microsystem that consisted of two layers of 15 µm thick grating structures was developed. These layers had gratings with 40 µm wide ridges and 10 µm wide trenches, and they were stacked together to form a scaffold platform. To investigate the feasibility of using the engineered platforms for detecting changes in epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, transforming growth factor beta-1 was added to an untransformed nasopharyngeal cell line. On flat polydimethylsiloxane surfaces, transforming growth factor beta-1 did not significantly affect nasopharyngeal epithelial size, migration speed, or directionality. However, the effect of transforming growth factor beta-1 treatment on migration speed of nasopharyngeal epithelial cells cultured on the two-layer scaffold platform was significantly different. Furthermore, while almost no untreated nasopharyngeal epithelial cells could squeeze into the 10 µm wide trenches, 21% of the transforming growth factor beta-1 treated nasopharyngeal epithelial cells exhibited traversing behaviors on the two-layer scaffold platforms. Moreover, fibronectin coating on the trenches and bottom layers of the scaffold platforms further enhanced the transforming growth factor beta-1-induced traversing of nasopharyngeal epithelial cells into the narrow trenches. These results demonstrate that the engineered two-layer scaffold microsystem can be used to monitor epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition induced changes in cell migration and invasiveness, paving the way of using these platforms in high throughput drug screening.

INDEX TERMS 3D scaffold platform, cell migration, epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, nasopharyngeal cell, traversing into narrow trenches.

I. INTRODUCTION

In vitro studies are an essential stage in the drug discovery process [1], in which the combination of cell culture and high-throughput screening (HTS) technologies, with robotics workstation and automated data analysis, allow the rapid screening of chemical libraries for bioactivities [2]. Despite its power, in vitro results are often associated with high false identification rates, which puts pressure on the subsequent validation by the use of animal models, which results in drawbacks such as restricted testing procedures, availability of subjects, and ethical concerns [3], [4]. It is therefore imperative to improve the accuracy of in vitro testing by enhancing the physiological relevance of the screening platform. Traditionally, primary test of soluble factors involves simple viability testing of cell culture. Most of these platforms consist of two-dimensional (2D) cell culture models. However, three-dimensional (3D) structures can better resemble a biomimetic microenvironment, which is critical in in vitro experiment since it often affects the cellular responses to the testing conditions [3]. Biomimetic structures have also been designed using different materials such as collagen, gelatin,
and fibrin for in vitro experiment [5], [6]. To automate the process and to reduce the complicated procedures for controlling the environmental condition for testing, microfluidic devices have been used [2], [7], [8]. For example, microfluidic platforms have been designed to automatically generate serial dilutions of each tested compound, reducing the time and error associated with pipetting [2].

Apart from cytotoxicity tests, recent developments in automated high-content imaging systems have allowed the measurement of growth kinetics, biomarker expression, and morphometric parameters indicative of specific molecular pathways [9], [10]. Of these pathways, cell invasiveness is one of the most important hallmarks of metastatic cancer cells. However, it is difficult to observe cell invasion and viability simultaneously with currently available screening methods [6]. The biomimetic structures built using natural materials to work as a filter can detect cell invasiveness. Using this model, designed 3D hydrogels can provide the chemical and physical environment for testing compound effectiveness by observing the cell invasiveness and viability with the help of fluorescent staining and 3D imaging [6]. However, most of these platforms are complicated to construct and tedious to use for HTS. Furthermore, the diffusion kinetics of tested compounds in the hydrogel cannot be controlled precisely, leading to difficulties in data interpretation. Alternatively, cell invasiveness can be inferred from changes in cytoskeletal organization and expression of biomarkers. However, the detection of these parameters requires expensive reagents, tedious procedures and sophisticated imaging equipment that are often incompatible with high throughput workflows.

Migration behaviors of cultured cells on 2D platforms with different engineered topographies have been studied extensively [11]. We and others have demonstrated that cell culturing environment can be fabricated with different topographies [12]. Engineered platforms with confined microchannels have been fabricated using polyacrylamide hydrogel with extracellular matrix (ECM) proteins conjugated to control the stiffness and provide biochemical ligands for cell adhesion. The hydrogel was polymerized and molded from a stamp to create microchannels with different widths for the investigation [13]. Although the hydrogel platforms have provided 3D ECMs, cells migrated in 2D manner in the microchannels. Another study also used microfluidic channels to investigate the cell migration behaviours driven by water permeation [14]. Microfluidic devices allow in vitro experiments with controllable physical and biochemical environment for better understanding of the underlying mechanisms of cell migration, which can be applied to HTS [15]. However, all these studies focused on the lateral movement of cells on different physical confinements.

In particular, we have recently shown that the metastatic status of cancer cells could be manifested in the cell migration behaviors on 2D grating structures [12]. These behaviors, including changes in migration speed and directionality, are readily and quickly detectable by low magnification brightfield (BF) microscopy. These microsystems thus provide an alternative approach of assessing cell invasiveness in lieu of any gel matrix, thus potentially simplifying the platform construction and allowing a more precise control of chemical concentrations in the test. As a proof of concept, the present study aimed to investigate the feasibility of detecting the local epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) induced by the environmental conditions on the migration kinetics of cultured cells through the use of an engineered platform.

In Southern China and Southeast Asia, nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC) is one of the most common and highly invasive carcinomas [16]–[18]. It has been reported that transforming growth factor beta-1 (TGF-β1) upregulates the formation of invadosomes of nasopharyngeal cells which are responsible for cell invasion and metastasis while the serum of NPC patients normally have higher TGF-β1 level [18]. TGF-β1 is an inflammatory cytokine, which is present in many biological activities. It can suppress the tumor progression in early stage, but it also promotes tumor progression [19], [20]. In addition, the treatment of untransformed nasopharyngeal epithelial cells, such as the NP460 cell line [18], with TGF-β1 is known to trigger invadosome formation and EMT, an important process for tumor progression, usually associated with the loss of cell-cell adhesion, changes in cell-matrix interaction, and enhancement of cell migration and invasion [21], [22]. In this project, the migration and traversing behaviors of NP460 cells, with the cell size of 15-20 µm, on engineered double-layer scaffold platforms were studied. The migration trajectories, by BF microscopy, of NP460 cells undergoing TGF-β1-induced EMT under different surface conditions were monitored.

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based scaffold was designed with interconnected macropores for hepatocytes cells in vitro experiments to assess the cell responses to drug. Although the system provided a physiological relevant model for screening, the cell morphology changes and responses could only be observed after immunofluorescence staining or with additional hepatocyte functional assay. Another PDMS scaffold with micropillars was used to mimic the microenvironment of brain for testing of drug related to brain injury through the investigation on the changes in protein expressions and glutamate release level, which cannot be assessed using simple optical microscopy. All these PDMS scaffolds provided a useful model for in vitro drug screening but the detection methods remained complicated and cannot be adapted to automation. In this project, as the NP460 cell migration was monitored by tracking the traversing behaviors of NP460 cells into the narrow trenches on the engineered platforms. The effectiveness of treatment can be evaluated using BF microscopy without the complicated and expensive immunofluorescence staining and confocal imaging. Software with machine learning can be used to identify subsets of macrophage from their size and morphology and for motion tracking of single cells. The captured time-lapse movies of cells on the scaffold platforms can be analyzed automatically using similar tools to increase the throughput. Other than detection of changes in EMT of cells induced
by environmental conditions, the proposed scaffold platforms can also be used for low cost and high throughout drug screening.

II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. DOUBLE-LAYER SCAFFOLD PLATFORM AS CELL CULTURE SUBSTRATE

Many microsystems were designed to provide a biomimetic environment for in vitro studies [7], [23]–[28]. However, most designed platforms were not fully controlled with desired dimensions. Moreover, the procedures of detecting EMT changes in cells are complicated and time-consuming. The aim of this project was to design a 3D cell culture platform that allows the rapid detection of changes in cell invasiveness induced by exogenous molecules through simple BF microscopy. A scaffold platform consisted of double layers of grating structures were fabricated as shown in Fig. 1 using the imprint technology. Detail description of the fabrication technology as shown in Fig. 1 (a-b) for the two-layer scaffold platforms will be revealed in the later section 3.1. Figures 1 (c-d) show the design of the two-layer scaffold platforms with 40 μm wide ridges, 10 μm wide trenches, and 15 μm deep grating structures for each layer. The two layers of grating structures were aligned with 90° offset between their grating orientation. The scanning electron micrographs (SEM) in Figs. 1 (c-d) show the fabricated PDMS platforms had smooth surfaces and vertical trench sidewalls of both layers for NP460 cell attachment. The trench depth was close to the average human cell size [29], [30], and the width of the ridges and trenches were designed to be much larger and much narrower than the typical size of individual NP460 cells (15 - 20 μm in diameter), respectively. From our previous study, invasive nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC43, 15 - 20 μm in diameter) and NP460 cells were seeded on single layer of 15 μm deep grating platforms with 40 μm ridges and 10 μm trenches, but none of them were found in the 10 μm wide trenches. However, for the designed scaffold platforms used in this study, a number of cancerous NPC43 cells were able to squeeze into 10 μm wide trenches while epithelial NP460 cells were observed to predominately stayed on top of the 40 μm wide ridges, possibly because the ridges were much wider than the size of NP460 cells. Considering NP460 cells studied in this project were normal epithelial cells that were less invasive than carcinoma cells, thus less likely to traverse to the narrow trenches. Since the 10 μm wide trenches are narrower than the average cell size, NP460 cells typically cannot squeeze into these narrow trenches. Rather, NP460 cells would attach onto the 40 μm wide ridges of the top layer once seeded onto the platforms.

B. REDISTRIBUTION AND UPREGULATION OF VIMENTIN AND β-CATENIN IN TGF-β1-TREATED NP460 CELLS

After incubating the NP460 cells overnight and then treating them with 5 ng/ml TGF-β1 for 24 h on a flat glass surface at 37 °C with 5% CO₂ supply, the expression of vimentin and β-catenin from NP460 cells were investigated. Both vimentin and β-catenin are usually regarded as biomarkers of EMT. Vimentin functions as a component of cytoskeleton and is expressed in a well-regulated fashion while vimentin expression is related to cell invasiveness in terms of migration and adhesion [31]. Earlier work has demonstrated that vimentin promotes cell migration by interacting with actin, focal adhesions, and microtubules, which are important intracellular structures for cell movement. Higher level of vimentin expression was usually found in invasive cells with high motility [32]. β-catenin is involved in cell-cell adhesion while some reported that the transformation of normal cells to malignant cells was triggered by unusual expression of β-catenin [33], [34]. Previous study also shows that upregulation of β-catenin promotes the migration and invasiveness of renal cells using in vitro transwell assay [35]. Figure 2 shows the fluorescent staining of nuclei, actin, vimentin, and β-catenin of NP460 cells with and without the 5 ng/ml TGF-β1 treatment for 24 h on a flat glass surface. The nuclei of NP460 cells were counterstained with H33342 and shown in blue color while the transfected LifeAct of NP460 cells representing the actin of the cells were labeled in red color. The stained vimentin and β-catenin, EMT biomarkers of renal cells, were shown in green color and they were separately merged with the fluorescent images of the cell nuclei and actin for observation. Although only a slight increase in vimentin expression was observed after the addition of TGF-β1, NP460 cells treated by TGF-β1 demonstrated significant increase in β-catenin expression as shown in Fig. 2 (c). Furthermore, when compared to the untreated NP460 cells, discontinuous vimentin filament intercrossed with each other and formed a larger network-like structure in NP460 cells after TGF-β1 addition. The results show that

![FIGURE 1. Fabrication technology of two-layer scaffold platforms. (a) Si stamp was coated with FOTS while flat Si substrate was coated with MOPTS and FOTS mixture, followed by PDMS coating. Patterns from Si stamp were transferred to PDMS by imprint. (b) Removed PDMS residual layer after imprint. Top and bottom layers were treated with O₂ plasma for bonding. SEM of two-layer scaffold platform from (c) top view and (d) side view. Both top and bottom layers were 15 μm thick gratings with 40 μm ridges and 10 μm trenches.](image-url)
5 ng/ml TGF-β1 could induce the EMT markers, vimentin and β-catenin, in NP460 cells.

1) MIGRATION SPEED AND DIRECTIONALITY

The footprint area of NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 stimulation on flat PDMS platforms was measured over an imaging time of 15 h as shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. The individual cell size fluctuated during 15 h of migration. The NP460 cells moved randomly instead of just staying still and spreading on the PDMS platforms to reach the plateau of their cell size. Cell movement depends on the adhesion and detachment from the surface. The cell area decreased when the cell trailing edge detached from the platform and the cell body contracted. Although the final projected area of cells could not be obtained as the cell movement was not synchronized, the result showed that there was no significant difference on the NP460 cell size even at different time point during the 15 h of imaging with and without TGF-β1 treatment. The migration trajectories shown in Fig. 3 (a) demonstrate movement of NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 activation on flat and two-layer scaffold platforms over the 15 h imaging period. Figure 3 (b) shows the cell migration speed separately in Vx and Vy directions which are parallel to the grating orientation of the bottom and top layers, respectively. The deviation angle represents the cell migration directionality on platforms, and 45° means the cells moved randomly without orientation preference. On flat PDMS, the treated NP460 cells moved at similar speed as the NP460 cells without TGF-β1 treatment, and both NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 activation migrated randomly with 47° deviation angle measured from x-axis. Taken together, these data indicate that it is impossible to detect the effects of TGF-β1 on NP460 cells merely from cell morphology, size, or migration dynamics without using biomarkers.

The effect of TGF-β1 on NP460 cells was then observed on the two-layer scaffold platform. Although the designed two-layer scaffold platforms did not provide differential migration guidance for NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 activation (41° and 44° deviation angle from x-axis, respectively) as shown in Fig. 3 (b). Figures 3 (b-c) show TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells moved faster than the untreated ones by 60% on the scaffold platforms (0.39 µm/min compared to 0.25 µm/min for the untreated cells, **p<0.01, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)). Hence, NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 treatment responded differently in the 3D microenvironment. These results are consistent with our previous work that demonstrated different migration behaviors for cells in difference metastasis status when seeded on platforms with different topographies [12]. It is suggested that the topographical structure of the scaffold platforms provided more edges for cell attachment and focal adhesion formation, which favors cell movement [37], [38]. It has been demonstrated that confined microchannels could trigger the modulation of intracellular signalling and morphology changes [39]. Previous study on cell migration speed on flat, 10, 20, and 40 µm wide microchannels showed that
narrow channels enhanced cell moving speed [13], so the 10 µm trenches may also favors the migration of traversed cells in this study.

2) MORE NP460 CELLS SQUEEZED INTO NARROW TRENCHES AFTER TGF-β1 ACTIVATION

As PDMS is a transparent biocompatible material, the position of cells on the platforms under BF microscopy can be observed as shown in Fig. 4 (a). NP460 cells elongated along the grating orientation of the top layer and migrated with a sheet-like structure called lamellipodia as indicated in the SEM in Fig. 4 (a). Some NP460 cells treated with TGF-β1 stayed on the top ridges as the untreated NP460 cells but some exhibited traversing behaviors, i.e. they moved into the 10 µm wide trenches, which were not common to untreated NP460 cells. The number of NP460 cells that migrated into 10 µm wide trenches of the two-layer scaffold platforms during the 15 h of imaging (defined by the percentage of cells that were found in the 10 µm wide trenches continuously for more than 10 h of the entire imaging duration) was tracked as shown in Fig. 4 (b). While the majority of untreated NP460 cells remained on the ridges of the top layer, 21% of the TGF-β1 stimulated NP460 cells squeezed into the 10 µm wide trenches of the scaffold platforms.

![Fig 4](image)

These data suggest that untreated NP460 cells preferred to adhere to the 40 µm wide ridges on the top layer as the ridge width more than double the size of the NP460 cells. The 10 µm wide trenches can be regarded as a confined environment that was relatively inaccessible to the cells, preventing them from traversing to the bottom layer. However, the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells became more invasive with the ability to squeeze into the 10 µm wide trenches which were much narrower than their cell size. As demonstrated previously, TGF-β1 treatment induced rearrangement of vimentin and β-catenin in NP460 cells, which enhanced the cell motility and adhesion [40]–[42]. Previous study also demonstrated that TGF-β1 induced EMT on normal epithelial cells promoted their migration behaviors and invasiveness [43]. In this project, TGF-β1 induced enhancement of cell migration and traversing behaviors of NP460 cells were demonstrated on the designed scaffold platforms, which enabled the likelihood of NP460 cells to reach the less accessible 10 µm wide trenches.

C. SELECTIVELY EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX COATING OF DOUBLE-LAYER SCAFFOLD PLATFORM

The effects of the FN coating on the platforms on NP460 cell migration were investigated. FN is a type of glycoprotein that can be found in ECM, which is important in wound healing and exists in pathological tissue progression. It helps in cell adhesion, growth, movement, and differentiation [44]–[46]. The roles of FN in carcinogenesis and malignant transformation are not fully understood. Some reports suggest that FN can work as a tumor suppressor and restrict the migratory of tumor cells [47]. However, other studies show that the presence of FN elevates the migration, angiogenesis, and invasion [47]–[49]. Many studies introduced FN coating to their designed microsystems to study cell attachment, wound-healing, and chemical responses of cells [27], [50], [51]. In this project, FN was coated onto the double-layer scaffold platforms in two different ways: on top ridges only or fully covered. From Supplementary Fig. S2, immunofluorescence was used to characterize the distribution of FN on the platforms after coating. FN fluorescent signal was found on ridges, sidewalls, and trenches from both layers when the platforms were fully covered with FN. On the other hand, FN signal can only be found on the top ridges if FN was coated on top of the platforms.

1) EFFECT OF FIBRONECTIN COATING ON TOP RIDGES ONLY

As shown in Fig. 5 (a) for the two-layer scaffold platforms with FN coating on the top ridges, while untreated NP460 cells migrated randomly with a deviation angle of 38°, NP460 cells after TGF-β1 treatment moved with better alignment to the grating orientation of the top layer with a 54° deviation angle. NP460 cells without TGF-β1 treatment demonstrated similar migration speed as on O2 plasma-treated scaffold platforms at 0.25 μm/min, but the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells migrated faster by 0.1 μm/min when seeded on platforms with FN-coated top ridges as shown in Fig. 5 (b). NP460 cells with TGF-β1 treatment
on scaffold platforms with FN coating on top ridges demonstrated significant increase in migration speed compared to untreated NP460 cells (**p<0.01, one-way ANOVA).

The number of NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 treatment that migrated into the 10 µm wide trenches was monitored under BF microscopy as mentioned previously. As shown in Fig. 5 (c), for scaffold platforms with FN coating on top ridges only, most untreated NP460 cells stayed on 40 µm wide ridges on top layer while 20% of the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells migrated into the narrow trenches. This result is similar to cell migration on scaffold platforms treated with an O2 plasma only, as shown in Fig. 4. Most untreated NP460 cells moved on the top layer since only 3% of cells were able to squeeze into the 10 µm wide trenches which were much smaller than their cell size. Some NP460 cells activated by TGF-β1 still traversed into the 10 µm wide trenches, regardless of the FN coating on the top ridges.

2) FIBRONECTIN COATING ENHANCED TRAVERSING BEHAVIOR OF TGF-β1-TREATED CELLS

When the scaffold platforms were fully covered with FN, no untreated NP460 cells migrated into the 10 µm wide trenches as shown in the SEM in Fig. 6 (a). Untreated NP460 cells could only travel on the ridges of the top layer on scaffold platforms treated with O2 plasma only. Even if the NP460 cells migrated next to the 10 µm wide trenches, they hanged on top of the trenches by attaching to the top ridges on both sides and were not able to squeeze into the narrow trenches. However, the stimulated NP460 cells on FN coated scaffold platforms were found on the top ridges, moved between the top and bottom layers, and squeezed into the 10 µm wide trenches as shown in Fig. 6 (b). Fewer untreated NP460 cells migrated into the 10 µm wide trenches with FN coating when compared to those without FN coating as only cells squeezed into the trenches for more than 10 h during imaging were included as traversed cells. FN coating in the trenches also enhanced the migration of untreated NP460 cells, allowing them to migrate back to the top ridges easily and move between the ridges and the trenches during imaging, so they were not considered as traversed cells.

29% of the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells squeezed into and migrated in the 10 µm wide trenches during the 15 h of time-lapse imaging as demonstrated in Fig. 6 (c). More TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells traversed into the narrow trenches because of the presence of FN coated on the sidewalls of trenches and the bottom layer compared to only 20% with FN was coated only on the top ridges. FN coated on the scaffold platforms promoted the adhesion and migration of NP460 cells. Similar to some wound-healing assays, FN is usually used to stimulate cell adhesion and direct cell migration [46], [52]. These results show that the scaffold platforms fully coated with FN had enlarged the difference of NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 treatment migration into 10 µm wide trenches when compared with the scaffold...
platforms exposed to an O$_2$ plasma only. Furthermore, the FN coated scaffold platforms could better mimic the extracellular environment, which is full of different biomolecules, and they could be a better representation of cell migration behaviors as an in vitro microenvironment study.

Figure 7 (a) shows the migration speed of NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 treatment on the two-layer scaffold platforms fully coated with FN. Both NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 treatment became more active and moved faster by 0.2 μm/min when compared to the cells on scaffold platforms treated with an O$_2$ plasma only. This is consistent with previous findings that show FN promotes cell motility [44–46] and induces EMT [53]. Interestingly, on the fully FN-coated platform, the migration speed of TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells was significantly faster than that of the ones without TGF-β1 stimulation (**p<0.01, one-way ANOVA). Figure 7 (b) shows the migration orientation preference of NP460 cells on FN coated, two-layer scaffold platforms. The deviation angle measured from x-axis for NP460 cells with and without TGF-β1 treatment over the 15 h of imaging period were 63° and 56°, respectively. Therefore, NP460 cells migrated with better alignment to the grating orientation of the top layer on platforms that were fully coated with FN. It is suggested that the NP460 cells became more sensitive to the topographical changes on the platforms with FN coating, perhaps related to the improved cell-surface interaction by enhancing the biocompatibility and hydrophilicity of the PDMS substrate [54].

Taken together, this study demonstrates that this two-layer scaffold platform can be used to access the changes in EMT on cell invasiveness that is otherwise only detectable by the use of specific biomarkers. Commercially available methods, such as ClearView Chemitaxis Assay, also allows the monitoring of cell migration and invasion for screening application. Laser-etching is used to fabricate the basement membrane with pores for cell penetration. This technique allows rapid prototyping to create structures with different dimensions, but the production time and cost will increase with the hole density or reduced size. In this project, scaffold platforms were fabricated by the imprint technology, which is much faster for production than laser etching. The described assay is constructed with pores on a flat membrane and the change of cell behaviour is observed by quantifying the number of cells passed through the pores only. The traversing behaviour of cells relies on the chemotactractant gradient across the porous membrane, which would change over time and affect the cell migration behavior. The 10 μm wide trenches of our proposed 3D platform acted the same as the pores of the assay but without the need of maintaining stable chemotactractant gradient while the aligned edge from the grating structures also provided physical guidance to the cells. These platforms with topographies provided a more physiologically relevant microenvironment than a flat surface. It also allowed the changes in cell migration speed to be identified, which could not be observed on flat surface according to Fig. 3 (b). As invasiveness was measured by monitoring the traversing behavior of cells, the effectiveness of metastasis-modifying drugs can potentially be determined by low cost BF time-lapse imaging, without the aid of expensive and time-consuming immunofluorescent staining of biomarkers. The use of ECM-coated scaffold platforms in HTS is a promising way to improve the accuracy and cost-effectiveness of in vitro drug discovery.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY

A. FABRICATION TECHNOLOGY FOR ENGINEERED TWO-LAYER SCAFFOLD PLATFORMS

The fabrication technology for the biomimetic scaffold platforms is shown in Fig. 1. A silicon (Si) stamp with 15 μm deep grating patterns was firstly created by deep reactive ion etching with SPR6112 positive resist as an etch mask patterned on Si using photolithography. The Si stamp was then coated with anti-sticking trichloro (1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perfluorooctyl) silane (FOTS, 97%, J&K Scientific) at 80 °C for 2 h. The surface energy of the Si stamp with FOTS coating was 17±1 mN/m. Mixture of PDMS prepolymer with curing agent (Dow Corning Sylgard 184 kit) in 10:1 mass ratio was prepared. To fabricate the bottom layer of the scaffold platforms, 2 mm thick PDMS mixture was casted on the Si stamp with 15 μm deep grating patterns and baked at 80 °C for 6 h.

The 15 μm thick top layer of the scaffold platform was created using imprint lithography as shown in Fig. 1 (a). A flat Si was firstly coated with a mixture of 3-methacryloxypropyltrichlorosilane (J&K Scientific) and FOTS in 4:1 (v/v) ratio at 80 °C for 2 h, which resulted in surface energy of 23±3 mN/m. A PDMS layer was then spin-coated on the flat Si at 5700 rpm for 1 min. After imprint under 40 bars at 130 °C for 5 min, the grating structures were transferred from the Si stamp onto the PDMS on the flat Si, which had a higher surface energy. In Fig. 1 (b), the thin PDMS residual layer after the imprint was removed by reactive ion etching with 5 sccm O$_2$, 20 sccm SF$_6$, 10 mTorr, and 250 W radio frequency (RF) power for 5 min. To bond the imprint 15 μm thick top layer with the 2 mm thick bottom layer, both PDMS layers were treated with an O$_2$ plasma with
20 sccm O₂, 80 mTorr, and 60 W RF power for 1 min, which resulted with a surface energy of 71±3 mN/m. Then the two layers were bonded together at 80 °C for 3 min with the top layer aligned at 90° offset to the bottom layer. After detaching the top layer from the flat Si, the scaffold platforms were created as shown in the micrograph. The scaffold platform was attached to a 35 mm confocal dish and treated with an O₂ plasma with 20 sccm O₂, 80 mTorr, and 60 W RF power for 1 min to increase the hydrophilicity for better cell attachment to the platform.

**B. FIBRONECTIN COATING AND IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE STAINING**

Other than O₂ plasma surface treatment, the scaffold platforms were also coated with fibronectin (FN, 50 µg/ml in deionized water, Cytoskeleton, Inc.) in some experiments. To ensure the complete coverage of the entire scaffold platform with FN, the platform was treated with an O₂ plasma with 20 sccm O₂, 80 mTorr, and 60 W RF power for 1 min, and FN was added at 18 °C for 1 h under ventilation before seeding cells. The O₂ plasma enhanced the hydrophilicity of the platform with resulted surface energy of 71±3 mN/m.

Contact printing technique as reported in our previous work was used to coat FN only on the ridges of top layer [58]. A 3 mm thick PDMS layer was first casted on a flat Si and baked at 80 °C for 6 h. The cured flat PDMS layer was covered with FN at 18 °C for 2 h under ventilation. After treating the scaffold platform with an O₂ plasma with 20 sccm O₂, 80 mTorr, and 60 W RF power for 1 min, the FN coated PDMS was contacted with the platform for 1 min. Because of the strong surface energy from the O₂ plasma treated scaffold platform, FN from the flat PDMS was transferred onto the top ridges of the scaffold platform.

To stain the FN coated on the two-layer scaffold platforms, they were incubated with primary antibody against FN (1:150, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc.) diluted in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 4 °C overnight. After washing with PBS three times, the samples were kept in the dark with anti-mouse IgG Alexa Fluor 488 (1:500, Merck Millipore) diluted in PBS at room temperature for 2 h. The fluorescent images were then taken using a confocal microscope (SPE, Leica).

**C. CELL CULTURE AND TGF-β1 TREATMENT**

NP460 (stably expressing LifeAct-fused green fluorescent protein) immortalized cells were used in this project. 1:1 mixture of EpiLife medium (with 1% EpiLife defined growth supplement, Gibco) and defined keratinocyte serum-free medium (with 0.2% defined keratinocyte growth supplement, Gibco) was used to culture NP460 cells added with 1% penicillin/streptomycin (P/S, 10000 U/ml, Gibco). The medium was renewed every two days while the cells were kept in an incubator with 5% CO₂ supply maintained at 37 °C.

NP460 cells were seeded in a 6-well plate with a density of 2 x 10⁵ cells per well for 24 h before adding the recombinant human TGF-β1 (PeproTech) at 5 ng/ml for 24 h.

**D. IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE OF VIMENTIN AND β-CATENIN**

NP460 cells were seeded on coverslips in a 6-well plate at a density of 1 x 10⁵ cells/well and incubated overnight at 37 °C with 5% CO₂ supply. TGF-β1 at 1 ng/ml working concentration was added for 24 h. The cells were then rinsed with 1X PBS and kept at room temperature with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) for 15 min for fixation. Permeabilization of cells were performed using 0.25% Triton X-100 in PBS at room temperature for 5 min. Blocking buffer with 1% bovine serum albumin in 0.05% Tween-20/PBS (PBST) was used for 30 min under room temperature for the blockage. To investigate the EMT, NP460 cells were incubated with primary antibodies against vimentin (1:200, Cell Signaling) and β-catenin (1:100, Cell Signaling) diluted in the blocking buffer overnight at 4 °C. After washing the cells with PBST three times, the cells were kept in dark at room temperature with anti-rabbit IgG Alexa Fluor 555 conjugate (1:500, Invitrogen) diluted in PBST for 1 h. The cells were then rinsed with PBS and incubated in the dark for 10 min with Hoechst 33342 (Sigma Aldrich) in 1 µg/ml diluted in PBS for nucleus counterstaining. Prolong glass antifade mountant (Thermo Fisher) was used to mount the samples onto glass slides and a confocal microscope was used for fluorescent imaging.

**E. TIME-LAPSE BRIGHT-FIELD IMAGING AND DATA ANALYSIS**

The two-layer scaffold platform was placed on a 35 mm confocal dish and treated with an O₂ plasma before seeding NP460 cells. The NP460 cells with or without TGF-β1 treatment at a density of 8-10 x 10⁴ cells/ml were seeded onto the platforms. After incubating the cells at 37 °C with 5% CO₂ supply for 6 h for the initial attachment, the culturing medium was removed and replaced as reported previously [18] by a mixture of NP460 cell culture medium and CO₂ independent medium (Gibco) with 10% fetal bovine serum, 1% GlutaMAX supplement and 1% P/S in 1:1 (v/v) ratio. An upright microscope (Nikon Eclipse NI-U) with a 20X objective together with a 37 °C incubator without CO₂ supply was used to capture time-lapse images of cells on the two-layer scaffold platforms every 5 min for 15 h.

NIH ImageJ with manual tracking plugin (version 1.50i) was used to analyze the cell migration time-lapse images. The responses of cells were monitored on scaffold platforms with three different surface conditions, namely O₂ plasma treated, FN coated on top ridges, and fully covered with FN. The size of the platform was 2 mm x 2 mm. Each condition was repeated two to three times (within 20 passages) and at least 20 single cells from each run that did not divide or contact with other cells within the 15 h imaging time were included in the analysis. The total number of single cells included from all repeated experiments (N) was labelled in the figures. The fluorescence intensity of vimentin and β-catenin were quantified for more than ten randomly picked cells using NIH ImageJ by recording the region of interest which was defined as the area of a whole cell. One-way ANOVA was used to test
the significant differences while the results are presented as mean ± standard error of the mean.

F. SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

After the time-lapse imaging, the cells were rinsed with PBS and fixed by 4% PFA for 15 min. The dehydration process to fix cells involved immersing the sample into deionized water and a series of graded ethanol concentration (30%, 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95% and 100%) while the cells stayed in each ethanol concentration for 5 min. Critical point dryer was used for the dehydration by transitioning the ethanol environment into CO2. The cells on the scaffold platforms were then coated with gold and imaged by a scanning electron microscope (Hitachi S5000).

IV. CONCLUSION

In this study, PDMS scaffold platforms consisted of double layers of 15 µm thick grating structures with 40 µm wide ridges and 10 µm wide trenches were designed and fabricated using imprint lithography for screening molecules that induce or inhibit EMT of cells. On the O2 plasma treated two-layer scaffold platforms, NP460 cells with TGF-β1 treatment migrated faster by 60% than untreated NP460 cells but no migration directionality was observed for both types for cells. Only 2% of the untreated NP460 cells could squeeze into the 10 µm wide trenches while 21% of the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells were found in the 10 µm wide trenches. When the top ridges of the scaffold platforms were coated with FN, 20% of the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells traversed into the 10 µm wide trenches and only 3% of the untreated NP460 cells migrated into the trenches. However, when the entire scaffold platforms were covered with FN, all untreated NP460 cells stayed on the top layer while 29% of the TGF-β1 treated NP460 cells traversed from top layer to the bottom layer since the FN in the trenches and bottom layers acted as chemoattractant that enhanced the cell adhesion and migration on the FN coated surfaces.
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